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Abstract:  
Principles For Responsible Banking is an initiative launched by the United Nations Environment Programme Finance 

Initiative in 2019. The initiative has been signed by more than 185 banks around the world. The initiative was 

commenced to established a framework for the banking sector in order to align their sustainability efforts. The 

purpose of the research is to investigate whether the level of commitment of the major banks operating in Sweden to 

their sustainability work. Content analysis and semi-structured interviews were performed in order to research the 

sustainability efforts by the banking sector. The results suggests that the banks are working towards the sustainability 

goals mapped out by the United Nations and Agenda 2030 but also that the banks already have measures in place to 

drive their sustainability work forward. The banks can intensify their sustainability work by implementing stronger 

actions in order to reach greater results and accelerate their efforts.  
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1. Introduction 
Climate change and ocean contamination are among two of the major climate challenges that the world is 

currently facing (Steffen, 2015). Globalization around the world therefore sets climate related topics to be 

part of everyone’s agenda, both globally and locally (Perey, 2014). There are various negative 

environmental impacts that might become reality due to climate change (The UN Refugee Agency, 2020). 

Governments around the world are establishing climate policies and goals in order to combat the climate 

challenges, including the Swedish government (The Swedish Government, 2018). Many businesses are 

developing Corporate Social Responsibility agendas as well as trying to reduce their environmental foot 

print (Business Sweden, 2020). To further encourage the development toward a more sustainable future, 

the Sustainable Developments Goals have been established by the United Nations as part of Agenda 2030. 

The Sustainable Developments Goals consists of 17 topics which aims to work toward a more sustainable 

society in the context of social, economic, and environmental aspects (Regeringen, 2020).  

The Sustainable Development Goals have been created by the United Nations to strive for a more 

sustainable planet. The goals have been established in order for all countries in the world to partake, no 

matter the stage of development of the nation. Thus, the Sustainable Development Goals have been 

created and designed in a way for nations to be able to take part. In addition to climate change, topics such 

as inequality, poverty and health related issues are also part of the goals among other topics as well 

(United Nations, 2020).  

Private banks possess an important role in the society and often works as an intermediary between 

individuals, businesses and the public sector. The banks position in the society therefore provides them 

with the opportunity to greatly influence the environment and the world we live in (Zimmermann, 2019). 

Existing studies indicate that banks sustainability commitments show a positive correlation to banks 

default risk. Hence, sustainability should be a priority for banks today (Scholtens, 2019).  

Many banks in the private sector pledges to various sustainability commitments, however, often the 

commitments are very broad, and banks can interpret the goals and targets differently. The sustainability 

commitments are important for the banks to guide their sustainability work but also to show their various 

commitments to the public (Pinchot A, 2019). Many of the commitments are related to the Sustainable 

Development Goals by the United Nations. In 2019, the United Nation Environment Programme (UNEP) 

launched a new commitment for banks to participate in, Principles for Responsible Banking, to strive for a 

more sustainable future (UNEP, 2020).  

The pledge named Principles for Responsible Banking is signed by the four major banks operating in 

Sweden: SEB, Nordea, Swedbank and Handelsbanken. The four banks have all committed to this program 

during the fall of 2019. The commitment aims to aid the banks to attain progress towards the Sustainable 
Development Goals and the Paris Climate Agreement. The Principles for Responsible Banking consist of 

six principles that are designed to be implemented and guide the banks in their sustainability work in their 

aim for contributing to a more sustainable future (United Nation Environment Programme, 2019).  

 1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this master thesis was to understand the level of commitment of the major banks operating 

in Sweden to their sustainability work. The main focus was to comprehend whether they had already 

implemented some changes to comply to the United Nation commitment, Principles for Responsible 

Banking, which the four major banks in Sweden all signed during the fall of 2019. This was examined by 

conducting a content analysis on the respective banks sustainability report from 2018 and 2019. 

Additionally, semi structured interviews were performed to further research their sustainability work and 

commitment. The results intended to enlighten the banks role in society concerning sustainability 

initiatives and their work towards a more sustainable future.  

1.2 Research Questions 
• How has the banks sustainability targets changed in order to align with the Principles for 

Responsible banking?  

• How have the respective banks integrated the Principles for Responsible banking in their strategy 

and how have they practically been put in use in their operative work? 
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2. Background 

The United Environment Programme (UNEP) works with several different programs globally specially 

focusing on economic growth in harmony with the safety of the environment. The United Nation 

conference in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, was the clear establishment where the term Sustainable 

Development was used for the first time (UNEP, 2019). At the conference, sustainable development was 

defined as follows: “Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.” (World Commission on Environment and Development, 

1987). The United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative is a collaboration amid United 

Nations Environment Programme and the international finance sector. The partnership was created to 

foster a stronger relationship between the finance sector and sustainable development efforts. Today, there 

are more than 300 associates of the programme and over 100 organizations to further encourage that the 

economic sector can provide a positive impact from their daily operations while at the same time 

contributing towards a more sustainable future (United Nations Envirionmen Programme Finance 

Initiative, 2020). Several international commitments have been initiated and guided the banks in their 

sustainability work. In 1992, the Statement by Banks on the Environment and Sustainable Development 

was the first initiative directed towards the financial and banking sector specifically by the United 

Environment Programme (Weber, 2005). Other commitments by the United Environment Programme 

Finance Initiative includes guidance and training in several appropriate areas such as: climate and risk 

performance, natural capital risk and valuation, banking and human rights, positive impact (United 

Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative, 2020).  

The Principles for Responsible Banking initiative was launched during the fall of 2019 and 130 banks 

from 49 different nations decided to join the project. The main purpose and aim of the pledge are to attain 

transparency regarding their product and service offer and how they generate value for both clients and 

customers but also to the society and the effect on sustainability issues. The initiative has therefore been 

designed to create a framework that the banks participating can use as a guideline to structure their 

strategy and sustainability work around. Furthermore, it aims to assist towards reaching the society goals, 

the sustainability goals by the United Nations (United Nations Environent Programme Finance Initiative, 

2020). 

The Principles for Responsible Banking assure that the banks are aligned with the principles established 

for this specific commitment. The Principles for Responsible Banking consist of six principles: 

Alignment, Impact & target setting, Clients & Customers, Stakeholders, Governance & Culture, 

Transparency & Accountability, as shown in the image below. 

 

Figure 1: The six principles  (United Nation Environment Programme, 2019) 

These six principles are to be followed by the banks which have committed to the pledge to strive to 

follow the Sustainable Development Goals by the United Nations and the Paris Climate Agreement. The 

commitment is meant to quicken the process of reaching the Sustainability goals. One of the founding 
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banks of the programme which helped to constitute the form of the programme includes Nordea (UNEP 

Finance Inititative, 2020).  

Concerning the principles, Priya Mathur, board president of the CalPERS, stated that: “The Principles are 
an opportunity for banks to show leadership in the context of the global challenges we face today by 

aligning their business strategies with society’s goals as expressed by the Sustainable Development Goals 

and the Paris Agreement, and by working with each other, with clients, and with stakeholders to make the 
greatest possible impact for the good of global economies.”. One of the main objectives is to achieve 

transparency among the banks towards the public. Another vital aim is to set targets which are aligned 

with the Sustainable Development Goals by the United Nations and the with the Paris Climate Agreement 

(UNEP, 2020).  

2.1 The banking sector in Sweden 

The banking sector in Sweden is made up of several banks, however, four banks are significantly larger 

and more influential than other banks in the Swedish financial sector. The four major banks currently 

operating in Sweden are SEB, Nordea, Swedbank and Handelsbanken (Swedish Bankers, 2020). 

In the entirety, there are 124 banks operating in Sweden which can be categorized into four groups: 

commercial banks, foreign banks, savings banks and co-operative banks. The three largest commercial 

banks in Sweden are made up of: SEB, Swedbank, Handelsbanken. Nordea used to count as one of the 

four largest commercial banks in Sweden. But, due to their change of headquarters to Finland in 2018, 

Nordea is now classified as the largest foreign bank in Sweden instead (Swedish Bankers Association, 

2019). In general, the banking system in Sweden is rather safe due to strong regulations, stability and low 

interest rates (Corporate Finance Institute, 2020). Sweden has a respectable reputation internationally for 

its stable banking environment (Boström, 2015). For Swedish clients in the banking sector, service level 

and customers satisfaction are the two most important factors for a good bank (Bostrom, 2009).  

Handelsbanken, SEB and Swedbank are all Swedish banks which operates mainly in Sweden. The forth 

bank, Nordea, was a Swedish bank until 2018, since then their headquarters are now located in Helsinki, 

Finland. However, since Nordea still operates largely in Sweden and has a large share of the overall 

banking transaction and services, it is still appropriate to include them in this thesis. In 2018, Nordea had 

the largest figures of loans in total of the banks in Sweden to private clients (Swedish Bankers, 2020). 

Furthermore, the move by Nordea to move the headquarters to Finland will not affect already existing 

clients or new clients. Rather, the move indicates that the bank has potential to further develop their 

services which should be beneficial for its clients. There have been little or no changes in the daily 

operations (Nordea, 2018). The size of activity by Nordea in Sweden has not changed since they moved 

their headquarters to Finland (Finansinspektionen, 2019). Below follows an introduction to the four banks 

in order to get an understanding of the type of banks that are part of this study.  

SEB 

Stockholms Enskilda Bank (SEB) has a rich history and was founded in 1856, making it the oldest 

private bank in Sweden. It was back then also one of the earliest commercial banks in Sweden. It was 

founded by André Oskar Wallenberg. Since the inception in 1856, SEB has gone through several phases 

of expansion and internationalization. In 1972, SEB merged with Skandivnaviska Banken and it became 

Skandinavidka Enskilda Banken. This merger was accomplished to remain competitive against 

international banks. Since the merger, SEB has remained competitive on the international market and 

acquired banks and stakes abroad, for example in Germany and in the Baltics. The main focus has been 

to keep the position as one of the foremost banks in Sweden and remain as a main actor in the Nordic 

countries as well as in the Baltic (SEB, 2020).  

Handelsbanken  

Handelsbanken was founded in 1871. Since 1970, they have worked strongly with a decentralization 

strategy of the company which has made it possible for each individual bank to take decisions in which 

are favorable for that particular bank and their clients. Handelsbanken has approximately 12,000 

employees mainly working in the following six countries: Sweden, Great Britain, Denmark, Finland, 

Norway and the Netherlands. Handelsbanken became early a limited company and is today the oldest 

company listed on the Stockholm stock market since their shares were listed in 1873. (Handelsbanken, 

2020). Today, Handelsbanken is operating in 22 countries (Handelsbanken, 2012).  
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Nordea 

Nordea was founded in 2001, following a merger of four Nordic banks: Nordbanken, Unibank, 

Kreditkassen, Merita Bank. However, the four banks together share a rich history that can be traced back 

200 years. Nordea is today operating in 200 countries, with their main market being in Denmark, 

Finland, Norway and Sweden. In 2018, Nordea decided to relocate its headquarters to Helsinki, Finland. 

This transfer has not affected the daily banking in Sweden or any other countries (Nordea, 2020). 

However, Nordea is still one of the major banks operating in Sweden today with 4.1 million private 

clients and 197,000 business and institutional clients (Nordea, 2020). Therefore, due to the large number 

of clients and only the recent transfer to Finland, the decision to keep Nordea as one of the banks for this 

paper was made.  

Swedbank 

In 1997, a merger between Föreningssparbanken and Sparbanken Sverige was realized and a new bank 

formed called Förenigssparbanken. For several years, the bank was referred to Swedbank in international 

environments, however, in 2006, the official name was changed from Föreninssparbanken to Swedbank 

AB. Swedbank is traditionally a savings bank (Swedbank AB, 2020).   

2.2 Banks and Sustainability 
How does the financial sector, and the banking sector in particular, work with sustainability? Studies 

suggests that there is a positive correlation between sustainability work and performance of the bank 

(Scholtens, 2019). Even more importantly, what role does the banking sector have when it comes to 

sustainability? The banking sector might not have a direct effect on the environment, but the indirect 

possible effect that the bank has on the society is clear. As the banks have the possibility to choose who 

they lend money to, it can greatly influence what sectors they support or chose not to support (Scholtens, 

2019).  

Principles of Responsible Banking is a commitment on an international level. However, on a regional and 

local level, there are other commitments and pledges that the banks in the Swedish financial sector 

partakes in. For example, the Swedish bank association has together with eleven member banks developed 

an information leaflet of where the banks should present their sustainability work concerning their credit 

grants to businesses. The information leaflet is directed towards consumers so that they can receive a 

quick overview of how the respective bank works with sustainability, to what businesses and sectors they 

lend to and what sectors they avoid lending to (Svenska Bankföreningen, 2020). 

Another sustainability initiative for the banking sector is the Fair Finance Guide, which is an international 

SIDA funded project that compares banks and their sustainability work. Through their website, they have 

several tools available to compare the banks results and the directly give feedback to the banks on their 

sustainability work (Fair Finance Guide, 2020). The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation 

(Naturskyddsföreningen) is one of the partners in the project and helps to evaluate the Swedish banks and 

their work on investments and social projects and initiatives (Naturskyddsföreningen, 2020) 

2.3 Problem Background 
The Swedish financial supervisory authority, finansinspektionen (FI), reckon that sustainability work in 

the financial sector in Sweden is becoming more conventional. However, depending on the size of the 

firm, institution or organization, the amount of sustainability work differs widely. Furthermore, the 

interpretation of sustainability work also varies between the banks and other institutions in the financial 

sector (Finansinspektionen, 2016). 

 

Banks position within the society is quite unique as they serve as a middle hand between businesses and 

other institutions. Even though their business partners and clients have improved their sustainability work 

greatly over the last years, it seems like the banking sector might be falling a bit behind (Jeucken, 1999).  

 

But, what is the main purpose of a bank? Private banks primarily exist to offer financial services to private 

customers as well as businesses. To offer these services, the private banks makes profit and tries to grow 

and develop as any other profit driven organisation or business. Therefore, their primary goal is to make 

profit (Thakor Anjan, 2019). However, due to the international challenges of climate change as well as 

other sustainability challenges, the financial sector has had to align with society and business and work 

towards a more sustainable future. Several of the large international banks, including Bank of England and 
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the China Banking Regulatory Commission, have after the financial crisis in 2008 even drawn a link 

concerning environmental endangerments and stability in the financial sector (Weber, 2011).  

 

Consequently, what responsibilities does a bank have and what responsibilities do they take when it 

comes to sustainability? The sustainability demands from customers have so far mainly focused on 

production and the manufacturing process of goods, and not any type of services. The pressure from 

clients on the companies in retail sector have led to more green solutions and environmentally friendly 

product alternatives in those sectors. Even though the bank sector for some years were not experiencing 

the same pressure to adjust to more green and sustainable solutions, many banks have chosen to do so 

proactively and incorporate sustainable thinking into their strategy (Raut, 2017). Out of the fifty largest 

banks worldwide in the private sector, only half of the banks have pledged to some kind of sustainable 

finance commitment. Even more importantly, the sustainability agreements to which the banks have 

committed to are often argued to not be strong enough (Pinchot & Christianson, 2019).  

 
2.4 Problem  
Sustainable Development has been a well debated and crucial topic worldwide over the last years. It 

concerns all sectors of society, including public and private sector as well as institutions and Non-

Governmental Organizations (Giddings, 2002). Therefore, the banking sector is also included. The 

Sustainable Development Goals by the United Nations and the agenda 2030 have been developed to work 

as guidance and as joint goals for sectors to strive for (United Nations, 2020). 

One of the big battles for current time that we are facing is climate change. The negative effects that 

derives from climate change affects in some way all countries on various levels. Some of the effects 

includes temperature, sea level rise and inequalities in the society. These challenges are not particular for a 

specific sector, rather they are relevant for all sectors to try to combat (Dobrescu, 2017). Therefore, there 

are several programs and commitments launched to guide organizations, public institutions and civil 

society such as the Sustainable Development Goals, Agenda 2030 and specifically for the banking sector: 

Principles for Responsible Banking, which was launched through the collaboration amid the United 

Nations Environment Programme and financial institutes in order to attain a more sustainable future 

(UNEP, 2019). 

2.5 Theoretical framework 
Evaluation based theories have been commonly used over the years as a successful method in order to 

reach distinctive objectives as well as to assure that the possibility to confirm whether the objectives 

have been achieved or not (Stufflebeam, 2014). Donald Campbell is one of the more influential 

advocates and initiator of evaluation theory (Alkin, 2013). Evaluation based theories have over the years 

provided legitimacy for using qualitative approaches in research. Therefore, evaluation-based theories 

have aided to encourage for the use of qualitative methods when and where appropriate where previously 

quantitative methods were mostly applied (Shadish, 1998).  

Evaluation theories are often described and illustrated as a tree, a tree where the three roots play 

significant roles. The roots symbolize the base and foundation of evaluation theory. The base in 

evaluation theory consists of three different roots, social accountability, systematic social inquiry and 

epistemology. Each of these ground pillars serve a specific and important purpose. Expanding the 

illustration of the tree, there are several branches which serves as the extensions of the roots.  

The most fundamental branch comes out of the social inquiry root. From this root and branch, the desire 

is high to attain as much knowledge and information as possible for the application of research 

methodology. The next branch which is essential for evaluation based theory is valuation. This arm of 

the tree is critical as valuing is of importance throughout the process. Lastly, use, is the third branch 

which belongs to the group of most essential branches. This branch emphasizes the way towards 

evaluation and the importance of making information available for different stakeholders (Alkin, 2013).  

The illustrated evaluation tree is to a large extent a work by earlier mentioned Campbell and Stanley, as 

their research serves as ground pillars for the tree (Carden, 2012). An illustration of the tree can be found 

depicted below. Thereby, their contribution to the literature and development for evaluation theory is 

tremendous and in particular to theory-driven evaluation methods (Alkin, 2013). Even though there are 

distinguished researchers and documented academic literature available, there is still a lack of extensive 
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research on evaluation theory and specifically the link between practice and theory (Christie, 2003). 

 
Figure 2: Evaluation Theory Tree (Alkin, 2013) 

An accepted and well-known theory based on the evaluation approach is the Theory of Change, which 

will be used as the theoretical framework for this thesis. Theory of change has been used frequently in 

work and efforts concerning development work (James, 2011). The theory defines the intercessions that 

are needed to produce the expected and wished for result. It is significantly used to achieve long-term 

goals. An important step of the theory is to map out the different steps in order to reach the goal. One of 

the techniques and method to do so is by the use of backward-mapping (Coryn, 2011).  

Theory driven method have been voiced as a method to serve as a tool for evaluation. It can be used in 

randomized tests in research (Coryn, 2011). Furthermore, this type of evaluation theory serves both the 

participant and evaluators well. Some of the benefits that the theory of change produces includes to 

establish a clear framework that can be used for observing the steps towards the end goal, clarification of 

the steps to reach the goal, and ensuring efficiency within the program. A theory-based evaluation 

approach increases the chance to establish a more focused and determined plan towards the target (Weiss, 

2011). The evaluation process and overview of the project gets simplified thanks to the Theory of Change, 

additionally, it gives a clear indication between the interference and the final result (Reinholz, 2020). 

Furthermore, Theory of Change supports a project by clearly specify to what level of accomplishment and 

current status of the chosen project. Over the last years, Theory of Change has become more widespread 

of use among NGO’s, governments and organizations to further clarify long-term approaches (James, 

2011). 

Backward-mapping is often used as a tool in Theory of Change. It is performed by originating from the 

final goal and going backwards to see exactly what steps are necessary to take and implement (Clark & 

Taplin Dana, 2012). Another important factor for a successful use of the approach of Theory of Change, it 
is vital that several, if not all stakeholders are part of the project and agrees to the purpose and aim of the 

project (Stame, 2004). The mapping therefore is an essential part that guides the stakeholders and 

involved parties throughout the process and facilitate to lead the way towards the destination and end goal 

(Earl, 2001).  

In order to work up a well-developed Theory of Change, it is crucial that what is developed are not just 

beliefs. Rather, it should be realistic, well-explained, and contain a clear vision of the goal and the steps 

towards it. The ambition to reach the end goal should contain several stages on the way such as short-term 

goals as well as mid-term goals.  It should be well designed both for monitoring the process and also 

evaluation. In the end, the objective should strive to endorse social change (Mayne, 2017). Moreover, it is 

important that throughout the process to include all stakeholders and their possible influence on the 

different stages and result. As their involvement and actions are part of the procedure, it is important to 

calculate for possible obstacles. A beneficial aspect regarding Theory of Change is that the theory can be 

applied at any stage of the process or project. This allows for application of the theory at any point of 

time. One of the main characteristics of the theory is that the involved stakeholders are all part of shaping 

their desired outcomes and then join forces to apply methods and targets in order to reach upon agreed 
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goals. The essential achievement lies in proving the development throughout the process. This is possible 

by establishing indicators to be applied during the course of process. This permits for measuring and 

recognize representatives for progress throughout the project. Practically, this can be done through 

establishing goals for the different stages (short-term, mid-term, long-term, final outcome). By putting in 

place concrete goals and targets it naturally allows for measuring change and progress (Taplin, et al., 

2013).  

Two of the key elements applied and used in Theory of Change are monitoring and evaluating. This 

allows for stakeholders involved in the process collectively and constantly monitor the progress and 

evaluate the outcome along the project plan (Weiss, 1998). Through collective monitoring and evaluation 

among the stakeholders, it is achievable to form plausible directions in order to reach the desired outcome. 

Through strong collaboration, the participants can together share knowledge, viewpoints, and desires 

wherefrom they can together evaluate and monitor the process (Quinn Patton & Patrizi, 2010).  

Theory of Change method have been implied for example by the UNICEF, and they depict the method as 

following in the picture below.  

 

Figure 3:Theory of Change strategy  (Rogers, 2014) 

UNICEF strives to improve the situation for children around the world and to raise awareness on 

children’s rights and address concerns among these topics. In order to achieve progress on these issues, a 

lot of research is conducted. One of their methods used and specifically developed for certain programs is 

Theory of Change. The method is described as a chain of various inputs leading up to the final result. This 

chain contains of the following five parts: inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes, impact. They also discuss 

that Theory of Change can be used in their work and projects either as a well-planned event or it can be 

applied when an unexpected issue has risen which need to be dealt with immediately. Ultimately, theory 

of change aids to realize how certain actions and events contributes to the final outcome as well as the 

influence and impact towards the result (Rogers, 2014).  

Critique of Theory of Change 

The condition and state of the society and the problems its faces are continuously changing, and new 

settings evolves, this type of state makes it difficult to apply theory of change as the pre-set conditions are 

always fluctuating (Brest, 2010). There has been some critique that Theory of Change simplifies certain 

problems, and if a strategy not complex enough is put in place the process might not aid towards the end 

goal, rather it exacerbates the current issue. Theory of Change might appear as relatively easy to apply to 

research, however, when it comes to the cause, the problems might appear to more complex (Ghate, 

2018). Furthermore, there have been other gaps concerning the Theory of Change which have been 

brought to attention.  

The UNICEF research centre highlights the lack of possible change at various levels of a structure. Even 

though different stakeholders take part in the project, the ultimate outcome cannot assure change on 

different levels which might be needed in order to assure structural change. Moreover, diagrams and 

pictures are often used to illustrate the process and chain of events when applying the theory. However, 

these diagrams and pictures are often either too unsophisticated, as they leave out too much relevant 
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information which results in a vague description of the process. On the other hand, diagrams and pictures 

can often be too seen as too complicated when the    

2.6 Previous research 
The banking and financial sector have not historically been the primary area for implementing and 

applying sustainability resources and research initiatives. However, thanks to the sustainability trend and 

movement over the last decade, published literature and research available has certainly improved. The 

banking sector is often referred to not possess a direct impact on sustainability issues, hence other areas 

have often been prioritized in the sustainability area. What is evident in available research in the 

sustainable banking and financial sector links often to previous sustainability initiatives. Furthermore, 

what is most often disclosed and discussed concerning the topic of sustainability and the banking sector is 

the importance, and sometimes lack of transparency. Even though sustainability information is disclosed, 

how it is presented is sometimes criticized. Occasionally there might be conflicting information, confusion 

in how certain numbers have been presented or produced, and sometimes the information might not be 

representative of an overall situation. Often, previous research suggests that banks reveals sustainability 

achievements and future strategies for a more sustainable future rather than also including lack of current 

initiatives and work toward current issues (Sobhani, 2011).  

In a great deal of published literature on sustainability in the banking and financial sector, there are several 

drawbacks which points to the lack of implementation of sustainability in this area. The acceptance of 

environmental issues, the intermediary position of banks in the society, and the importance of other areas 

of issues which have been valued higher. These discussions will be reviewed hereafter.  

Discussing sustainable banking, there are often other terms that are brought to light such as ethics and 

social issues. These terms are often referred to as separate from the sustainability topics in the banking 

sector and have previously been of more significance compared to other sustainable topics such as 

environmental questions (Weber, 2012). It becomes prevalent not only that these issues were of higher 

importance but also one can notice in preceding literature that once sustainable development was accepted 

as an international matter, it still took time until it was brought to the finance and banking sector (Jeucken, 

2001). In addition to the time gap for sustainability as a concept to be somewhat conventional in the 

finance and banking sector, the intermediary position that the banks possess suggests that they do not hold 

a direct impact on the sustainability issues. The intermediary position in the society hold by banks, is also 

a reason for why much of the sustainability research is concentrated on other areas that possess a direct 

impact on environmental issues. This is also noted in the current research that exists for the sustainable 

banking and finance sector (Meena, 2013). Another progeny which has been singled out is the lack of 

communication from the banks to their customers of green and sustainable products. This topic has also 

been researched in the area of sustainable finance and banking sector (NewsRX LLC, 2018).  

As the Principles for Responsible Banking initiative is still relatively novel, there has not been any 

published research on this initiative when it comes to any kind of evaluation or concrete data. However, 

available research is available on preceding initiatives and other related sustainability topics similar to the 

addition of Principles of Responsible Banking. Some of the widespread researched topics in the banking 

and financial sector which are linked to sustainability includes other sustainability initiatives by UNEPFI 

(Africa Research Bulletin, 2011), and other relevant topics such as green banking (Drobnjaković, 2013), 

social banking (Benedikter, 2011), the connection between risk management and environmental matters 

(Thompson, 1998), resilience in the banking sector (Ruza, 2019), implementing Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) in the banking and financial sector (Kilic, 2016) and green financing (Dörry, 2018). 

Even though these topics have been researched to a bit more widespread extent, there are still research 

gaps which calls for more research to be performed. It is for example mentioned commented on in existing 

research paper concerning the topic of Corporate Social Responsibility. Even though the topic is 

researched the need for further investigation and more extensive is crucial (Forcadell, 2017).  

Foregoing published research on UNEPFI, sustainable banking and other green initiatives have noticeably 

and frequently been performed in the context of developing countries. It is reckoned that Corporate Social 

Responsibility initiatives in multinational banks are more recurrent in developing countries compared to 

developed countries. This actuality is linked to the strength of the institutional requisites (Forcadell, 

2017). UNEPFI reporting have been mentioned in international journals where it reports on sustainable 

assessment, such as in the African Research Bulletin. In the journal back in 2011 it describes how 

sustainable banking have been introduced in five nation in Africa: South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, 
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Botswana, Senegal. The section also discusses the purpose of UNEPFI reporting and the future outlook of 

sustainable banking (Africa Research Bulletin, 2011). There have been numerous researches completed on 

sustainable banking pinpointing India geographically. Equally banks in public and private sector have 

been analyzed on their respective sustainability work and commitment in various comparative studies. 

According to research, the banks have successfully managed to implement sustainable aspects and green 

solutions to their banking activities. It is also concluded that banks in the public sector have accomplished 

a higher degree of implementation of sustainability initiatives (Vadrale, 2016).   

The research that is available has by and large been accomplished by the research team organized by the 

UNEP Finance Initiative (UNEP Finance Initiative, 2020). Extensive research has been organized and 

arranged into specific category needs dependent on research. Therefore, ahead of forming the initiative of 

Principle for Responsible Banking, comprehensive research has been thoroughly completed. The findings 

conclude that banks maintain an important role in the society and consequently possess power to have an 

influence on steps towards a more sustainable future. They also present the importance the economy has 

on the future for the whole society as a community but also highlights the importance of the bank’s role 

on the level of individuals. It is also made clear that banks depend greatly on trust from the society and 

therefore it is of importance for the individual banks to remain profitable in order to deliver great service 

and products as clients but ensure that their operations are carried out in a responsible way. Long-term 

versus short term-goals are also widely discussed and indicates whether a bank is capable of remaining 

sustainable over time. Therefore, it is of significance that the bank works efficiently to adapt the existing 

functions and tasks within the bank as well as the services they offer to clients and the commitments with 

stakeholders with the aim for a long-term sustainable business. To facilitate this type of behavior and 

implement necessary changes, the UNEP Finance Initiative have therefore established the Principles for 

Responsible Banking. The preliminary research has shown that this initiative and commitment will aid to 

encourage the banks to transition into more sustainable solutions and work towards the sustainability 

goals. Together with the commitment itself UNEP Finance Initiative describes how they aspire to lead the 

industry concerning sustainability questions and speed up the process for necessary changes (UNEP 

Finance Initiative, 2020).    

Moreover, what is often highlighted in research concerning the banking sector is their role in the society 

and how they can contribute to a more sustainable future. The bank is often mentioned to as holding an 

intermediary position and therefore contributing to change indirectly rather than directly (Drigā, 2006). 

The intermediary role possessed by banks which allows them to instead influence and encourage other 

industries through their financial tools is discussed and established also in other research papers, for 

example also by Zimmerman. The research therefore concludes that bank can indeed be part of the change 

by using their capacity and influence to support transformative changes in the society. The transformative 

changes are especially available to implement by the banking sector through sound and sustainable 

investments (Zimmermann, 2019). However, it is also noticeable that since the term sustainable 

development has been used frequently in society and politics, the term first and foremost has been 

focusing on the environmental impacts. Tardier, the connection between the environment and economic 

impact have been realized and therefore working towards solutions for environmentally friendly solutions 

are not always seen as a burden. Rather, it is possible for businesses and banks to implement sustainable 
solutions in order to be aligned with the society’s expectation in the long-term as well as sustaining and 

possibly gaining market share based on the company’s values (Jeucken, 2001).  
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3. Methodology 
As the purpose of this thesis is to understand the banks attitude and loyalty towards sustainability 

commitments and in particular the commitment Principles for Responsible Banking by the United Nation 

environmental committee, primarily a qualitative approach was chosen. The study was therefore 

conducted through content analyses of sustainability reports from 2018 and 2019 of the four largest 

Swedish banks as well as complimentary examination through semi-structured interviews with three of the 

banks. The qualitative data allows for extracts to be used in the discussion in relation to previous research 

and theoretical framework. However, to gain an understanding of the overall trend on how the banks 

report their efforts based on the six principles of the commitment, part of the content analysis also consists 

of quantitative data. It is reported how often the six principles can be identified in the sustainability 

reports. Still, the basis for the discussion will be the qualitative research with the support of trends 

identified in the reports.   

A qualitative style research allows to discover and comprehend patterns and relationship in particular for 

social problems. In comparison, a quantitative research would focus more on analyzing theories and 

relationships between variables (Creswell, 2009), which is not desirable for this study. Furthermore, 

preliminary research was also conducted through a thorough literature review on previous research and 

research methods. The thesis is an inductive study. The inductive approach allows for a more explorative 

research style and permits for the result to arise throughout the study in various forms. In such way, the 

content analyses and interviews allow the result to appear organically as in comparison to quantitative or 

deductive study where results are often based on hypothesis testing style of research (Thomas, 2006).  

The qualitative study allows for gaining a deeper and more thorough understanding concerning the banks 

choices regarding their sustainability work. Qualitative methods are frequently used as a preferred method 

when it comes to develop and analyzing new information and patterns. However, qualitative methods do 

not always aim to contribute with development of new concepts, rather to explore new areas (Kjær Jensen, 

1991). Gaining information through interviews is an effective way to collect valuable data (Eisenhardt, 

2007). Literature such as Research Design (Creswell, 2009), Närhet och Distans (Reppstad, 1999) and the 

Kvalitativa Metoder för samhälls- och beteendevetare (Kjær Jensen, 1991) thoroughly discusses and 

describes how to implement a qualitative approach for this type of study and therefore strongly served as 

guidance.   

3.1 Sample selection 
The sample selection of the banks chosen for this study was completed through several criteria. Firstly, it 

was necessary to restrict the selection of banks which have signed the commitment of Principles of 

Responsible Banking. Moreover, the geographical location of the banks operations was narrowed down to 

Sweden for convenience and logistical purposes (Alvehus, 2013), since the author of this paper is located 

in Uppsala, Sweden. Furthermore, the sample size was reduced and concentrated to major banks operating 

in Sweden. The four banks (SEB, Nordea, Handelsbanken, Swedbank) chosen to be examined in this 

study was based on the Swedish Bankers Association yearly report of banks operating in Sweden 

(Svenska Bankföreningen, 2019) in terms of size. Additionally, the four biggest and major banks could be 

confirmed consistently being part of previous studies in similar areas. It was established that the largest 

banks on the Swedish Bankers association list was consistently the same as the banks in previous research. 

Therefore, the selection of what banks to include in the study was settled based on these two factors. 

Furthermore, from a time perspective, for this particular paper, it was also necessary to ensure that the 

number of banks to examine was not to massive. It is important to note that one of the four banks, Nordea, 

did move its headquarters from Sweden to Finland in 2018 (Nordea, 2020). However, still today, Nordea 

is one of the main actors in the Swedish financial market and therefore it needs to be considered as one of 

the most influential and powerful actors on the financial market (Svenska Bankföreningen, 2019). 

3.2 Data collection 

This section contains the data collection process and for clarity it is presented into two parts. The primary 
part consists of the content analyses of the sustainability reports and the second part consists of the semi-

structured interviews.  

Reports 

The sustainability reports of the respective banks (SEB, Handelsbanken, Nordea, Swedbank) have been 
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analyzed based on the framework established by the Principles for Responsible banking (United Nation 

Environmental Programme, 2019).  By performing a content analysis, the connotation behind the text and 

information can be interpreted (Schreier, 2012). The criteria’s that were used to perform the content 

analysis and to code the sustainability reports are based on six different principles specially established for 

the Principles of Responsible Banking programme: alignment, impact & target setting, client & customers, 

stakeholders, governance and culture, and transparency and accountability. By carefully analyzing the 

respective banks sustainability reports from the years 2018 and 2019, coding was performed to conduct a 

content analysis. Before analyzing and coding each sustainability report, they were carefully read several 

times to get familiar with the language and content.  

The classification of the text and information in the sustainability reports was performed by the guideline 

of the book Metodpraktikan (Esaiasson, 2012), and their recommendation to classify the text into various 

categories. A qualitative text analysis is performed in order to systemize the information in texts and also 

to critically review the content (Esaiasson, 2012). Both aspects were vital for this study and part of the 

method. For this particular study, this was organized in a way to be arranged according to the six 

principles of responsible banking. This was followed by a thorough comparative analysis between 

sustainability reports of the years of 2018 and 2019, a compilation between the banks, and, a comparison 

to the guidelines and principles of the commitment by the United Nation Environmental Programme, 

namely the Principles of Responsible banking (United Nation Environmental Programme, 2019). 

Prior to coding the sustainability reports, it was vital to clearly establish the criterions for the coding 

system. The criterions were designed both before reading the sustainability reports the first time but also 

after reading them as the comprehension of the reports and information had improved. To be found below, 

a table was designed to clearly outline the criterions.  

 

Principles Criteria’s Example 

Principle 1: Alignment International commitments, 

regional and national 

commitments  

• The United Nations 

Sustainable 

Development Goals 

• Principles for 

Responsible Banking 

Principle 2: Impact & Target 

setting 

Targets for minimizing 

environmental impact.  

Increase positive impact as 

compared to minimizing 

negative impact from the 

bank’s activity.  

• Target setting to 

minimize 

environmental impact 

• Choices, decision and 

actions taken to 

minimize negative 

environmental impact 

Principle 3: Clients & 

Customers 

Development and guidance of 

sustainable services to clients.  
• Green bonds 

• Advisors guiding 

clients to make 

sustainable choices 

Principle 4: Stakeholders Work with stakeholders to 

strive towards more sustainable 

practices.  

• Engage in board 

meetings 

• Sustainable 

investments 

Principle 5: Governance & 

Culture 

Sustainable practices 

throughout the organization. 
• Implement sustainable 

norms and thinking 

throughout the 

organization  

• Apply sustainable 

practices in everyday 

tasks and through 

organizational culture 

and governance 
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Principle 6: Transparency & 

Accountability  

Evaluate both positive and 

negatives sustainable impacts. 

Report and be transparent 

about results. 

• Evaluations  

• Yearly results of 

environmental impact 

• Reporting on 

sustainable 

improvements / issues 

 

The sustainability reports were thereafter coded according to the table and criterions outlined and in 

accordance with the six principles of the Principles of Responsible Banking commitment (United Nation 

Environmental Programme, 2019). The coding was performed with the help of the Maxqda software 

which is a reliable and well used software for qualitative analysis (Maxqda, 2020). The software assists 

with importing data, in this case the sustainability reports for the respective bank, which then were 

manually coded accordingly to the criteria’s established (Kuckartz, et al., 2019). Thereby, a content 

analysis was performed. The six different principles from the Principles for Responsible Banking, served 
as the baseline for criteria for the documents. The sustainability reports were cautiously analyzed, and any 

information, idea, action, reporting or writing that could be connected to any of the six principles were 

consequently coded appropriately.  As there is only one author, all codes have been consequently coded in 

a just and constant way.  

Interviews 

Interviews have been used to gain a deeper and more thorough understanding. The style of semi-structured 

interviews was used for all three interviews. The choice of semi-structured interviews was chosen so that 

similar questions were asked to all interviewees with the possibility to pose necessarily follow up 

questions. Pre-made questions were therefore constructed beforehand so that the interview follows the 

theme with several open questions based on the different themes including international commitment and 

pledges, the sustainability development goals, Principles for Responsible Banking, banks and 

sustainability in the future, and, sustainability reports. In the interview, it was of great importance that the 

interviewees freely could express themselves and develop their thoughts to a broad extent (Alvehus, 

2013). As a result of using interview as part of the method, it was achievable to gain a deeper 

understanding concerning the choices made when it comes to sustainability issues and possibilities. 

Interviews are not necessarily either progressive or repressive, rather they can be used as a powerful tool 

to develop new information and patterns (Kvale, 1997). Another reason for the style of semi structured 

interview is that it allows for the interviewee to respond to both quantitative and qualitative style 

questions. Furthermore, it allows for a comparative analysis between the different interviews (Lantz, 

2007).  

From a more practical perspective, the interviews were conducted over the phone rather than being in 

person interviews. This was due to the current state in Sweden affected by the corona virus (COVID-19) 

which limits travel due to national travelling restrictions (Krisinformation Svenska Myndigheter, 2020). 

The interviewees were informed that they can, at any given point of time, withdraw their participation and 

were reminded that the participation is non-compulsory. They were also well-informed concerning other 

participants, the aim of the study, as well as the structure of the paper (Vetenskapsrådet, 2020).  

Two of the banks were contacted per e-mail, the e-mail addresses were available online and encouraged to 

be used when any questions or concerns regarding sustainability topics. In the contact initiated the project 

and background was thoroughly but still briefly presented and the question was posed whether it was 

possible to conduct an interview. One of the banks responded quickly and set up a time for the interview. 

The other bank did not respond. The remaining two banks were communicated with directly through the 

sustainability department within the bank through mutual contacts. As they upon request agreed to 

participate, the respondents were contacted via e-mail. The author however does not have a direct 

relationship with any of the respondents. As a result of this, three out of the four banks participated with 

interviews in the study. The participating banks are: Swedbank, Handelsbanken, SEB.  

After initiating contact and three out of the four banks decided to participate, the timeslot for the 

interviews were set up that worked well for both parties. The language used in the interviews was either 

Swedish or English. Two interviews were completed in English and one interview was performed in 

Swedish. The interview performed in Swedish was afterwards translated into English. Furthermore, it is 
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important to note that it is inapprehensive for the author to conduct necessary translations without possibly 

incorporating any marks or denotations, even unintentionally (Temple, 2004). All three interviews lasted 

for approximately twenty to thirty minutes, which was indicated beforehand so that the interviewees could 

arrange time for the interview. All three interviewees worked within the sustainability department of the 

respective bank with either sustainability reporting, sustainability communications or with the role as 

sustainability officer. 

To assure that all three interviews were following the same themes an interview guide was established. 

The interview guide was established based on previous research and information as well as guidelines by 

Intervjumetodik (Lantz, 2007). The interview guide can be found in the appendix. Most importantly, the 

theme of sustainability and the commitment of Principles of Responsible Banking served as a guideline 

throughout all interviews. It was also of importance to assure that there were some limitations so that the 

interviews could follow the various themes and not become irrelevant and not useful for the analysis and 

result. The interview guide and the themes were followed in all three interviews and necessary follow-up 

questions were posed accordingly. Before the interview began with the interview questions, there was a 

swift presentation of the interviewer and interviewee as well as a presentation of the project by the 

interviewer. It was also confirmed that that the interviewer agreed to the interview being recorded. 

Following the opening presentations, the interviewer began to follow the interview guide and pose the first 

question. Throughout the interview, the interviewer had the chance to adapt the questions and discussions 

necessary in each interview. All three interviews went smoothly, and the interviewees replied to the 

questions often with well-developed answered and arguments.   

Following the interviews, which had been recorded, they were transcribed by the help of the software 

Trint (Trint, 2020). The interviews were also thoroughly worked through manually to ensure its validity. 

One of the interviews which had been conducted in Swedish was translated into Swedish. Once the 

transcription was completed, the citations which was interesting to sustain for the results part was sent to 

interviewees in order for them to confirmation of using those passages. There were some minor changes to 

the citations that some of the interviewees edited. However, these changes did not have an impact on their 

thoughts or opinions as such.  

3.3 Ethics 

Naturally, there are ethical considerations that should be addressed, like in any thesis or paper. To begin 

with, there are three key words and concepts, beneficence, respect and justice (Lapan, 2011), which have 

guided the author throughout the entire study. Beneficence signifies the importance of the study to be 

reliable and trustworthy for the researcher and the science. This is achieved by at all times making choices 

which reduces any possible endangerment for parties involved. Respect implies that each and everyone 

concerned should be treated similar and with respect. Lastly, justice refers to the significance of 

acceptable procedures and tolerable approaches in all steps of the study (Lapan, 2011). Furthermore, it is 

vital that results are presented in an honest condition and carefully follows societal guideline and 

standards (Uppsala University, s.d.). 

Other ethical considerations are especially necessary concerning the interviews which have been 

conducted. Participants in the interviews gave oral and written consent before the beginning of each 

interview to ensure that the author is entitled to include the relevant information from the interviews in the 

thesis. Furthermore, the participants were informed regarding their rights to withdraw from the study at 

any time. The interviews were solely used for this thesis only and were not distributed in any way or form 

or used for any other purpose.  
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4. Results 

In this chapter, the results from the content analysis as well as the semi-structured interviews will be 

presented. Firstly, results from the content analysis of the sustainability reports will be reported. The 

results are based on the Principles of Responsible Banking coding system which was used to review the 

sustainability reports. The results will be presented in various tables depicting the outcomes in multiple 

ways. Additionally, some extracts from the sustainability reports reflecting their work accordingly to the 

principles and codes will also be presented. It will be organized to facilitate for comparison between the 

sustainability reports amid the two years, between the four different banks, as well as looking at the 

banking sector as one actor and their sustainability work.  

Both the sustainability reports and the transcripts of the interviews can be found in the appendix.  

All of the eight sustainability reports that were the basis for the content analysis were available and 

accessible in English to the public at the respective banks website as found below:  

SEB: https://sebgroup.com/investor-relations/reports-and-presentations/sustainability-reports 

Handelsbanken: https://www.handelsbanken.com/en/sustainability 

Nordea: https://www.nordea.com/sv/hallbarhet/rapportering/rapporter-och-data/ 

Swedbank: https://www.swedbank.com/sustainability.html 

Following the results of the sustainability reports, the results from the semi structured interviews will be 

presented. Vital information in the form of extraction of important statements and quotes will be presented 

in this chapter.  

Results from the content analysis on the sustainability reports 

Principle 1 – Alignment 

The results presented in the table for principle 1 (alignment), shows that this code was used a total of 234 

times. All banks, except Handelsbanken which had the same number of the principle 1 code in 2018 and 

2019, increased the number of how often principle 1 was used in the report of 2019 compared to 2018. 

Overall, there was a small but still meaningful increase of the use of the code between the years.  

 

Sustainability Reports Number of times 

coded  

Handelsbanken 2018 39 

Handelsbanken 2019 39 

Nordea 2018 27 

Nordea 2019 36 

SEB 2018 17 

SEB 2019 23 

Swedbank 2018 25 

Swedbank 2019 28 

  

Total times of coding 234 

 

Following are extracts from the sustainability reports relating to Principle 1 – Alignment:  

https://sebgroup.com/investor-relations/reports-and-presentations/sustainability-reports
https://www.handelsbanken.com/en/sustainability
https://www.nordea.com/sv/hallbarhet/rapportering/rapporter-och-data/
https://www.swedbank.com/sustainability.html
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Handelsbanken clearly states some of commitments to international pledges such as the Sustainable 

Development Goals in their sustainability report from 2018.  

 

“Handelsbanken’s continued support for and work with international initiatives for corporate 

sustainability, such as the Sustainable Development Goals in the 2030 Agenda, the United Nations Global 
Compact and the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) are unwavering.” (Svenska Handelsbanken 

AB, 2019). 

 

Swedbank states in their 2019 sustainability report their commitment to new initiatives, one of them being 

the Principles for Responsible Banking. They also express how they collaborate not only on an 

international lever but also more a regional level by working together with Nordic CEO’s towards a more 

sustainable future. 

During the year Swedbank signed the UN’s Principles for Responsible Banking and thereby endorsed the 

Paris Agreement and the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG´s). The bank participates in the 

collaboration Nordic CEOs for a Sustainable Future to collaboratively speed up these efforts. (Swedbank, 

2020) 

 

Nordea is one of the founding banks for Principle for Responsible Banking which they declare in their 

sustainability report. They communicate that they are proud regarding this initiative and to further 

influence positively towards something bigger.  

 

“Also, as the only Nordic bank, we have been part of developing the Global UN Standards for the banking 

industry, UNEP FI Principles for Responsible Banking, and we are honoured and proud of our 

contribution and engagement for the greater good” (Nordea, 2019) 

 

The UN Global Compact’s ten principles and the UN Principles for Responsible Investments serves as 

guidelines for their sustainability work. Thanks to international initiatives and commitments they are able 

to create an outline for their sustainability work and engagement.  

 

“Swedbank has committed to follow several international initiatives and has built an integrated 

sustainability framework for delegating responsibility and minimising risks. The UN   

Global Compact’s ten principles and the UN Principles for Responsible Investments (UNPRI) are among 
the key commitments that guide Swedbank’s work and are the basis of its position statements and 

routines”. (Swedbank, 2019) 

 

Handelsbanken gives a concrete example of how they contribute towards the UN Sustainable 

Development goals by issuing green bonds and thereby reduce emissions which contributes to goal 

number 13.  

 

” The capital raised through the issue of Handelsbanken’s green bond is used for lending to clearly 

definable investments that lead to lower carbon dioxide emissions and thus contribute to Goal 13.” 

(Svenska Handelsbanken AB, 2020) 
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Principle 2 – Impact and Target Setting 

 

According to the content analysis, the amount of times Principle 2 (Impact and Target setting) was used 

increased for all banks from the year of 2018 to 2019, with the only exception of SEB where it decreased 

with one point. However, the majority of the banks increased the use of this principle.  

 

Sustainability Reports Number of times 

coded  

Handelsbanken 2018 7 

Handelsbanken 2019 9 

Nordea 2018 17 

Nordea 2019 20 

SEB 2018 6 

SEB 2019 5 

Swedbank 2018 11 

Swedbank 2019 15 

  

Total times of coding 90 

 

According to the content analysis, the amount of times Principle 2 (Impact and Target setting) increased 

for all banks from the year of 2018 to 2019, with the only exception of SEB where the decreased with one 

increment. However, the majority of the banks slightly increased the use of this principle.  

 

Following are extracts from the sustainability reports relating to Principle 2 – Impact and Target setting:  

 

Nordea states in their sustainability report from 2018 that previously have not had any specific 

environmental targets. However, since 2017 they have developed some sustainability goals in order to 

prepare them for the future and strive for more long-term objectives within the sustainability area.  

 

“We have not had any specific quantitative environmental and climate targets since 2016. For 2017 and 

2018 we had short-term sustainability goals. These goals are to be seen as activities needed for us to 
reach a certain level of preparedness to meet the sustainability challenges ahead and to take on  long-

term goals.” (Nordea, 2019) 

 

SEB defines one of their sustainability goals by stating their target to be reached by the year of 2020. The 

goal is to reduce their carbon emission by 20 per cent and in 2019 they reduced the banks total carbon 

emission by 4.6 per cent. Thereby SEB sets a target and also indicates their progress striving towards that 

goal.  
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“SEB has set a goal to reduce its total carbon emissions by 20 per cent from 2016 to 2020. In 2019, the 

bank reduced its total carbon emissions by 4.6 per cent.” (SEB, 2019) 

 

The lack of clear science-based are expressed in Nordea’s sustainability report of 2019. The absence of 

standards concerning such establishment makes it difficult to determine how to incorporate investment 

and financial sectors to such aims.  

 

“As a financial institution, Nordea has not yet been able to set science-based targets to lower our 

emissions due to absence of established market norms on how to include investments and financing in 

such targets.” (Nordea, 2020) 

 

Principle 3  - Clients and Customers 

Principle number 3 (Clients and customers), results in a significant increase  aid the two years for three 

out of the four banks but overall an increase for all of the banks.  

 

Sustainability Reports Number of times 

coded  

Handelsbanken 2018 24 

Handelsbanken 2019 34 

Nordea 2018 12 

Nordea 2019 20 

SEB 2018 13 

SEB 2019 24 

Swedbank 2018 17 

Swedbank 2019 19 

  

Total times of coding 163 

 

Following are extracts from the sustainability reports relating to Principle 3 – Clients and Customers: 

 

Nordea demonstrates how they have improved and expanded their sustainable and green product offering 

to their clients. Green corporate loans as well as green mortgages is now part of their product offer.  

 

“We extended green corporate loans to now be available to customers in all our four Nordic home 
markets. Our green mortgages are now also available to our household customers in Finland and Norway 

besides Sweden, where the product was launched already in 2018”. (Nordea, 2020) 
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Developing new products with sustainability criteria’s have become increasingly important as demand has 

increased from customers. Another important undertaking is also to be able to advise the clients in times 

of transitioning to more sustainable products and solutions.  

 

“We now focus on innovating new products and services to meet the increasingly advanced sustainability 

needs of our customers. In the transformation of our business we classify the credit portfolio and assets 
under management according to sustainability criteria while strengthening advisory services to assist our 

customers in their transition.” (SEB, 2019) 

 

The bank can sense that the interest for sustainable solutions and availabilities increases as demands from 

clients are rising.  

 

“As customers become more interested and engaged in contributing to a sustainable society, demand rises 

for sustainability oriented savings options.” (Swedbank, 2019) 

 

SEB offers green mortgages to their clients that lives in climate-smart housing. This a green type of 

solution that SEB offers their clients to further expand their range of sustainability products. The amount 

of green mortgages have increased to SEK 1.5bn during 2019.  

 

SEB was the first bank in Sweden to launch green mortgages, which offer a lower interest rate for   

people who live in climate-smart houses. The loans are available to anyone with housing that fulfils   
specific requirements, for example the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s   

energy classification criteria, homes with the Nordic Swan ecolabel, Sweden Green Building Council 
certification, and passive house certification. During the year the volume of green mort-  

gages increased to SEK 1.5bn. (SEB, 2020) 

 

 

 

Principle 4 – Stakeholders 

 

Principle number 4 (stakeholders), shows a result where one of the banks, Handelsbanken, differs 

significantly from the others. They seem according to the coding system, to speak about the importance of 

stakeholders considerably more often compared to the other actors. Overall, the trend is that the number of 

times the code is used increases from 2018 compared to 2019 for all banks except Nordea.  

 

Sustainability Reports Number of times 

coded  

Handelsbanken 2018 24 

Handelsbanken 2019 32 

Nordea 2018 9 

Nordea 2019 6 

SEB 2018 7 
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SEB 2019 9 

Swedbank 2018 2 

Swedbank 2019 4 

  

Total times of coding 93 

 

Following are extracts from the sustainability reports relating to Principle 4 – Stakeholders: 

 

The extract from the sustainability report expresses how the bank works together with various 

stakeholders to learn what sustainability areas are of importance. A practical example is also included as 

they discuss the challenge of agreeing on defining specifically materiality.   

 

“Our stakeholders shared their views on the sustainability areas they consider important for Nordea to 
work with and report on, and what they expect of Nordea. One challenging element of the process was 

defining materiality. Basically, there are as many interpretations of materiality as there are stakeholders. 

We therefore concluded to illustrate our materiality analysis as a pyramid, rather than a matrix.” 

(Nordea, 2019) 

 

The citation presents the important task of reaching out to stakeholders through dialogue to discuss 

sustainability topics. Additionally, it is important to communicate their own sustainability work and how it 

contributes to a more sustainable society. Lastly, it is also pointed out how the banks products and 

services can strive towards a more sustainable path.  

 

“Through dialogue, we are constantly learning and can prioritise our sustainability efforts. We must 

clearly convey to stakeholders how we contribute and the role we play in society. Through   

the products and services that we offer, we want to be a link in a sustainable value chain.” (Svenska 

Handelsbanken AB, 2019) 

 

The importance of keeping an active dialogue with suppliers improves the possibility to strive to influence 

towards more sustainable action and decisions. Working together with the suppliers allows for opportunity 

to encourage sustainability at various levels.  

 

“Swedbank has a large number of suppliers and therefore has a big responsibility but also good 
opportunities to influence them based on sustainability specifications and expectations. The aim   

is to work together to promote sustainability at every level.”  (Swedbank, 2020) 

 

Nordea expresses the importance of allowing for a shift towards a sustainable future both for their own 

organization but also their stakeholders. Furthermore, they also express that this is of importance not only 

for their business but also brand perception.  

 

“Areas important for us and/or our stakeholders in order to enable the transition to a sustainable   

future and that have a potential material impact on our business or brand perception.” (Nordea, 2020) 
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Principle 5 – Governance and Culture  

 

The fifth principle, governance and culture, increased slightly or stayed at the same level for all four 

banks. There was not any significant increase amid the years.  

 

Sustainability Reports Number of times 

coded  

Handelsbanken 2018 10 

Handelsbanken 2019 10 

Nordea 2018 11 

Nordea 2019 13 

SEB 2018 9 

SEB 2019 13 

Swedbank 2018 12 

Swedbank 2019 14 

  

Total times of coding 92 

 

Following are extracts from the sustainability reports relating to Principle 5 – Governance and Culture: 

 

This statement defines the importance of communicating that sustainability is important throughout the 

whole organization; including its employees as well as the society. It also emphasizes that it is integrated 

throughout the business.  

 

“Swedbank is strongly committed to the sound and sustainable development of its customers,   

employees and society as a whole. Economic, social, environmental and ethical sustainability   

is integrated in the business” (Swedbank, 2020) 

 

The following excerpt describes the significance of incorporating sustainability and environmental 

questions throughout the whole organization. Therefore, it is it of outermost importance to make this part 

of the bank’s strategy and accordingly implement it through governance as well as in-house routines and 

regulations.  

 

“Governance of climate-related issues starts with a Group-wide framework, where policy documents are 

adopted by the Board (such as sustainability or environment), directives by the CEO (such as position 

statements on climate change) and instructions by the Group Executive Committee (such as sector 
guidelines). Because Swedbank’s core business consists of managing risks, its existing framework also 

provides the fundamentals for climate change management. As new types of risks and opportunities are 
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identified, the bank will develop its governance, routines and internal rules to ensure effective 

implementation of its strategy.” (Swedbank, 2019) 

 

Handelsbanken mentions very concrete actions which have been implemented in the organization. This 

includes guidelines for the employees to improve environmentally friendly choices, policies for 

departments to follow to increase their share of concrete actions for a positive influence on the 

environment. Furthermore, it describes such actions as training for employees on sustainability topics, 

replacing face to face conferences with video calls and decrease communication with clients with paper.  

“The Bank has adopted a new guideline for company cars in Sweden which stipulates that an employee 

may only in exceptional cases choose a car that is not electric or a plug-in hybrid. The Bank continued 

implementation of the Environmental checklist for branches and central departments which consists of 
concrete actions for reducing environmental impact. All employees in the Group complete mandatory 

training each year on ethical standards and sustainability, with the environment and climate change as 
material topics. The number of video conferences that could replace business travel more than doubled in 

2018 compared to 2017. In 2018, the total number of paper communications to customers in Sweden 

increased for the first time since 2013, mainly as a result of changes in regulations. Since 2013, the 
number of paper communications to customers in Sweden has declined by 23 per cent. These efforts will 

continue in 2019”. (Svenska Handelsbanken AB, 2019) 

 

Principle 6  Transparency and Accountability 

 

This category, principle number 6 (Transparency and Accountability), shows little or no increase amid the 

two years. However, the principle code in total was used often.  

 

Sustainability Reports Number of times 

coded  

Handelsbanken 2018 22 

Handelsbanken 2019 22 

Nordea 2018 9 

Nordea 2019 9 

SEB 2018 9 

SEB 2019 12 

Swedbank 2018 17 

Swedbank 2019 20 

  

Total times of coding 120 

 

Following are extracts from the sustainability reports relating to Principle 6 – Transparency and 

Accountability: 

 

Climate impacts are not only published in the sustainability report rather some banks chose to have a 

separate report with more detailed reporting on climate impact. Additionally, they emphasize that 
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reporting on climate impact has been conducted for a long time and can be traced back to the year of 

1996.  

 

“The bank’s climate impacts are monitored each year and since 2010 this information has been published 

in a separate report, though climate change was an important parameter in Swedbank’s environmental 

reporting as far back as 1996” (Swedbank, 2020) 

 

Often reporting is required for several commitments, such as the PRI, where SEB complies to report on 

their principles.  

 

“SEB is a signatory of the PRI since 2008 and has since then reported yearly on how SEB complies with 

the six PRI principles” (SEB, 2019) 

 

Transparency is important before and after projects, both target setting beforehand and to measure after 

the project how have impacted environmentally.  

“We maintain a high degree of transparency and have clear criteria for the projects to be financed, to 

ensure that they contribute positively to a green transition.” (Swedbank, 2020) 

 

Codes in total of Principles of Responsible Banking sustainability reports 2018 and 2019 

 

To establish how much each principle has increased amid the two years and also the total number of times 

the codes were used, the increase has been calculated in percentage form. This will allow for comparison 

between the principles. One can conclude that the largest increase concerns the third principle (Clients and 

Customers), which increased with 46.97% in terms of coding from 2018 to 2019 combining all four 

sustainability reports. Furthermore, all six principles have experienced an increase of at least 10% from 

2018 to 2019. The total times use of the codes have increased from 2018 to 2019 by 22.47%.  

 

Sustainability Reports Number of 

times coded 

2018 (all banks) 

Number of 

times coded 

2019 (all banks) 

Increase in 

percentage (%) 

Principle 1 Alignment  108 126 16.67% 

Principle 2 Impact and Target 

setting 

41 49 19.51% 

Principle 3 Clients and Customers 66 97 46.97% 

Principle 4 Stakeholders 42 51 21.43% 

Principle 5 Governance and 

Culture 

42 50 19.05% 

Principle 6 Transparency and 

Accountability 

57 63 10.53% 

    

Total times of coding 356 436 22.47% 
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Interviews 
 
The results from the semi-structured interviews will follow and be presented below in the form of extracts 

from the three interviews. The interview guide can be found in the appendix. 

 

All three banks expressed the importance of international commitments created for the banking sector. 

Alignment within the industry, the ability to create collective goals and establish some kind of reference 

level as well as clearly communicating to and with stakeholders regarding sustainability measures are 

important factors international sustainability commitments. The international commitments are therefore 

welcomed as a starting point and guideline towards a change to a more sustainable future.  

 

“I think they are very important, but there are different perspectives. One part of it is to create alignment 

between organizations, that has been and still is a  challenge in the whole corporate world, and 
international frameworks and commitments to these frameworks help different types of stakeholders to 

understand these businesses better. I think they also set a threshold for what is right, even though they 
are often pretty vague, and they don't go into detail because they often are cross-sectoral, which means 

that they can just set general approaches.  Still, they do set a reference level or benchmark for what is 

expected.” (SEB) 

 

I'd say they are important. They are guidelines that are important for us to see what is happening around 
the world in terms of sustainability. They also give us certain leverage in what we need to focus on. 

(Handelsbanken) 
 

“They are important because they define what is relevant for us to focus on within the sustainability area 

in our industry. Especially for the industry specific global issues it clearly defines where we should put 
our efforts and what to focus on. They are fundamental for our sustainability work.” (Swedbank) 

 
The respondents discussed the lack of targets in international commitments. Rather, they expressed that it 

is more common that international sustainability commitments consist of processes which should be 

implemented. Furthermore, when targets do exist, they are often interpreted differently. Even though 

targets will be interpreted differently as they mostly will be adapted to the specific organization, in 

general, comparison within the industry is still doable. The banks also emphasize that the targets that 

exists often are interpreted differently, and that sometimes it is necessary for the targets to be interpreted 

differently. 

 

“Most commitments don't carry a target. They carry a requirement for a process. The few targets there 

are, for example, the Paris agreement, that’s a clear target or the IFC performance standards when it 

comes to non-CO2 emissions. But generally, if you take the most accepted international framework the 

Global Compact, there is no target in there.” (SEB) 

 
“Very differently. Both because of different sectors, they are different. What they normally do these 

frameworks is that they set your requirement on the process. But the process, how you make it, that's 

dependent on your organization and the exposure of your organization to different types of issues or risks. 
So, they will always be company specific. That doesn't mean that you can't evaluate it and still  compare 

companies. But it will be different, always”. (SEB) 

“Yes, I think they can be. They are also meant to be interpreted in different ways depending on what kind 

of bank you are. Because they are supposed to be based on how each bank can contribute in the best way 

possible. So you need you to look at our market share, our kind of customers, and based on that, 

determine where will we be able to have an impact.” (Handelsbanken) 

“We set our own targets. So each bank is allowed to have some leverage on what targets to set. And the 

main targets are the global goals, the Paris agreement.” (Handelsbanken) 

“The targets can be interpreted differently, it depends on the type of agreement or commitment. If it is 

industry specific, the targets will be more detailed and clear. However, for example the Global Compact 
agreement, consists of more general targets which are up for interpretation as the agreement is built to 

guideline the sustainability work for various type of businesses” (Swedbank)  
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Since signing the commitment Principles for Responsible Banking, the banks are satisfied with that they 

have received a framework which they can use as a guideline to structure their sustainability work and be 

able to focus on the frameworks specific content. However, the banks also express that some of the parts 

of the commitment they have already implemented prior to signing the commitment and therefore is not 

something new. It also delivers clarity for the stakeholders that the banks engage with and communicates 

to the public what actions they are taking.  

“A great thing is that we get a framework. Just like similar frameworks are coming out in other industries 
as well. This provides much more clarity and also clarity to our stakeholders, investors and others. What 

can we expect from the bank and through what lens should we evaluate banks? A lot of the things from the 

principles for responsible banking was already part of our strategy. But PRB is highlighting it and putting 
more accountability on us because it's its clarifying things. And we are also, thanks to the commitment, 

able to say that it's not only a strategy, it's also an external commitment. It's reinforcing things.” (SEB) 

“I’d say not necessarily changes, but currently a lot of our daily work is centered around the principles. 

I'd say we have one person probably working full time now with identifying the targets, making sure that 

the right people are involved with setting the targets and strategies as well as coordinating with UNIPFI 

and in some cases with the other banks.” (Handelsbanken) 

“Our sustainability work is going through a transformation since we signed the Principles for 
Responsible Banking and also due to the new EU legislation concerning sustainability questions for our 

industry. There is a big shift in our industry at the moment and Principles for Responsible Banking is a 

tool that we use internally to transform our corporation and the banking sector towards a more 

sustainable direction. Therefore, the commitment is great as it focuses specifically on what the banking 

industry can contribute with towards sustainability, that’s an important step.” (Swedbank)  

Discussing the six principles of the commitment, it is clear that banks within the industry approach the 

principles in various ways. Some begin with the first three as they include target setting. It is expressed 

that once some years have passed, it should be more balanced and about the equal focus on all six 

principles.  

“In this stage, the first three are in a way more important because they are the target setting, the impact 
and understanding and working with the clients. So, I would at this stage put more emphasis on them. And 

then we'll see over time once we get more mature and maybe in four or five years, it will be more 
balanced. But at the moment, I think the banks have a lot to do in the first three. Accountability and so on 

that comes more when the framework is mature, and the banks are mature and the requirements has 

increased.” (SEB) 

“All of the principles are as important. However, we have come the furthest with stakeholder engagement. 

We have worked hard on assuring that sustainability is a priority on the agenda high up in the 
organization, to ensure that the board and management take their responsibility when it comes to 

sustainability.” (Swedbank).  

The respondents from the banks express that some of the principles might be more difficult to implement 

as from the start banks were not created to include a sustainable approach. Therefore, changes and 

methods developed today have to be implemented into a traditional setting.  

  

“I think target setting is dependent on having a baseline and understanding what your impact is and 

therefore the impact is key to understand the first one as well. Understanding impacts from a bank is a 
complex process. It's a lot of clients and it's a lot of products. The systems historically have never been 

tailored or developed to support these kind of approaches. So it's creating a totally new requirement. 

Even though, it’s been part of discussions, in credit decisions and so on, the ability to document and 

aggregate impact in a relevant manner is limited in banks. So here there is a lot to do. The same thing is 

developing competence in order to integrate this in the client advisory and any client interaction.” (SEB) 
 

“Handelsbanken is a bit of a different company perhaps. We don't have any budgets, so we don't have 
any kind of goals. So, for us, when we were going to sign the principles, that was one of the issues we 

really had to discuss. One of the things we are committing to is goals that can be followed up on. And 
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that's not something we are used to, we see the need, especially those of us who work with sustainability 
we all see the need of those kind of goals. This is a shift for us.” (Handelsbanken) 

 
“Currently we are working on the impact analysis and trying to implement the portfolio tool which has 

been presented by the commitment and will require a lot of resources to implement something completely 

new. Also, it will require a lot of work between different departments to make it work well which needs to 
be coordinated and again, require a lot of resources.” (Swedbank) 

 
The Sustainable Development Goals have been integrated in some parts of the bank’s operations. 

However, dependent on the type of service, how well it is integrated differs.  

 

“It differs a bit on the service, on our investment side, our mutual funds and where we give investment 

advice, they are quite well integrated and they're part of our investment advisory system. So, every time 
we meet a client to give investment advice, questions are asked about sustainable preferences and they're 

built around the goals a lot. On the financing side, not as much. Obviously, we ask questions about 

sustainability risks and they're in the descriptions of the questionnaires that we ask when giving loans, 
but where we haven't integrated them as much there as we have on the investment side.” 

(Handelsbanken) 

 

The banks describe in the interviews how there is indirect rather than direct when it comes to questions 

concerning sustainability. Even though they also put efforts in reducing their environmental impact in-

house directly by for example reducing their travel, their biggest impact regarding sustainability 

questions is how they chose to invest and work together with their partners, customers and stakeholders.  

 

“Our main way to influence is absolutely to our clients how we can support them and making green and 
sustainable choices. Obviously, we can make sure that we travel as little by air, have good digital ways 

for us to meet and for our clients to use so that we can keep our traveling low. They're important for our 

employees because they like to feel that they are contributing. But, that is nothing towards if we can't 
finance a green building or finance transition for a company that will have a much larger impact, or we 

make sure that our funds are sustainable, investment in sustainable companies, that's going to have a 

much bigger impact than anything we can do directly.” (Handelsbanken) 

“It is difficult to see the direct impact by the bank since we lend money to different industries. However, 

we have to localize and understand how us lending and investing money can have an impact. Therefore, 
we need to localize and realize how and where the different companies exist. But, one can see that the 

question is complex when our ability to impact in indirect. Therefore, it is fantastic with the initiatives 
from UNEPFI as their tools and also other services on the market can help us strategize better on how to 

have less environmental impact.” (Swedbank) 
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5. Discussion  

In this chapter, the results presented in the previous chapter will be discussed and analyzed, mainly 

based on the qualitative findings.  

 

5.1 The intermediary role in the society 
Drigā (2006) and Zimmerman (2019) discusses in their research the intermediary role of the bank in the 

society and therefore also the consequence of the bank’s indirect role in terms of sustainable 

development in the society. Therefore, the bank possesses the power to mainly influence through 

stakeholders, clients and investments. Consequently, this is how the banking industry can use their 

power in the most effective way to be part of and encourage for a more sustainable future. Similarly, the 

respondents in the interviews agreed on how the banks can contribute with the greatest effect. Hence, 

through indirect channels such as investments and through stakeholders. Handelsbanken compares the 

difference between direct and indirect actions that the bank can engage in. They describe that even 
though it is important for them as an organization to reduce their travel for environmental reasons, it 

cannot compare to the effect and influence they can achieve by helping clients to make green and 

sustainable choices, aid large companies to transit towards more sustainable funds or assure that the 

bank greatly pursues sustainable investments. Handelsbanken elaborated further that the situation is 

complex, and it is difficult to sometimes notice and identify the banks exact role due to the fact that they 

possess an indirect role when it comes to sustainability topics. They also welcome the initiatives, for 

example by UNEPFI, which can facilitate their sustainability work in the future. Jeucken (2001) 

expresses that the focus on the banking sector and their connection to environmental and sustainability 

questions and concerns have only been focused on more lately which might have resulted in a delay of 

powerful international commitments and tools for the sector to use. This can therefore be connected to 

the thoughts of Handelsbanken and their welcoming of tools to use in order to effectively work towards 

more sustainable solutions and assessments.  

 

The banks intermediary role in the society and therefore also acting as a middle hand in the work for a 

sustainable future strengthens the implication that there are more stakeholders working together with the 

banking industry to strive sustainability goals. Therefore, the commitments are important to first and 

foremost align the banking industry itself. This is also reinforced in the sustainability report by 

Swedbank (2020) as they strongly communicate the importance of the international commitments such 

as Principles of Responsible Banking, the Sustainable Development Goals and also regional 

commitments among Nordic CEOs to align to accelerate the sustainability efforts. Once the banking 

industry is aligned, they can work to bring about change among their stakeholders as well. Thus, 

Principles for Responsible Banking can be utilized by firstly organize the sustainability work internally, 

as described by Swedbank in the interview section. Thereafter, it can be implemented within the 

industry and create alignment which will encourage for a shift towards more sustainable actions and 

resolutions. However, an extensive part of the banking sector and their influence is through the 

stakeholders. This calls for a methodical and well-prepared plan for long-term results. In this manner, 

the Theory of Change can be found as an alignment throughout the process.  

 
5.2 Results in the context of theoretical framework   
Backward-mapping as described by Coryn (2011) which constitutes for a process where the goal and 

wished for result is outlined can be comparable to the Sustainable Development Goals by the United 

Nations. To strive efficiently for the Sustainable Development Goals, short-term goals have to be 

defined. By the use of backward mapping, short-term goals are established along the way. One of the 

short-term can be illustrated as the Principles for Responsible Banking. As 130 banks have signed the 

commitment (United Nation Environmental Programme, 2019), they have all committed to organize 

their organizations internally and also aligned as industry. They have adapted to this commitment 

according to their best abilities and prerequisites, with the short-term goal to fulfill the criteria’s and 
measurements for the Principles for Responsible Banking, and with the long-term goal of the 

Sustainable Development Goals by the United Nations. One can also view the Principles for 

Responsible Banking as representative of the banking industry as a stakeholder part of the sustainability 

goals, as other industries have other milestones and commitments in order to work effectively towards 

the societies aligned goals of a more sustainable future. Furthermore, for the banks themselves, they 
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have other short-term goals which are part of their own path towards the final result. Short-term goals 

have been reinforced as importance by the banks themselves. Nordea notes in their sustainability report 

from 2019 that their short-term goals serve as preparational events so that they can properly and 

effectively take on future long-term goals. Other short-term goals which have been expressed can be 

exemplified by SEB where they urge to reduce their carbon emissions by 20 percent during the time 

period of four years, or by Nordea which accomplished one of their short-term goals by being able to 

offer green corporate loans to their clients in the all countries of the Nordic home market. These short-

term goals illustrates the part of the mapping towards the end-goal, the Sustainable Development Goals 

and Agenda 2030.  

 

The main roots of Theory of Change as discussed by Alkin (2013) which consists of social 

accountability, systematic social inquiry and epistemology can all be interpreted and decoded in line 

with the result as well. Social accountability can be interpreted by the banks becoming more transparent 

with their results. Handelsbanken discusses in their sustainability report how they intend to continue 

their support for international and national agreements which contributes to the Sustainable 

Development Goals which have been created to assure a more sustainable future for the society. 

Swedbank clearly express their view on their role in the society in their sustainability report: “Swedbank 

is strongly committed to the sound and sustainable development of its customers, employees and society 

as a whole. Economic, social, environmental and ethical sustainability is integrated in the business” 

(Swedbank, 2020). Transparency towards the public as also a factor that can be linked to social 

accountability. However, previous research suggest that the banking sector often lack transparency and 

advocates for this to be improved (Sobhani, 2011). The banks however, states the communication of their 

actions and initiatives is of high importance. Swedbank discusses in their sustainability report that not 

only is transparency important in terms of reporting, but it is also vital to have ensure that criteria’s for 

different projects are important. It not only the end goal which need to be clear and transparent, rather it 

is fundamental that all projects are transparent from the very beginning. The social inquiry root can be 

translated to the need of knowledge and data for the banks to design their projects. Additionally, the  

desire to further develop new strategies and implement new processes within the bank requires 

methodological principles and the latest information. Therefore, the research conducted by the UNEPFI 

research team together with the banks own knowledge is imperative to successfully develop new 

initiatives and strive for future objectives. The merge of environmental topics and future sustainable 

projects with the banking sector strongly depends on the research from both sides and it is essential that 

the research continues to develop (Weber, 2012). Validity is essential and can be achieved through 

thorough reporting and transparency, this is essential when choosing how to approach the aim and 

defines the query about epistemology. Part of the Principle for Responsible Banking, principle number 6 

(transparency and accountability), contributes to these ideals. Transparency and reporting are frequently 

mentioned in the all four sustainability reports.  

 

The foremost and central idea of the theory contributes to the importance of constant evaluation by 

involved parties. The principles for Responsible Banking includes tools and reporting strategies which 

should be interpreted and implemented by the banks individually. Through creating individual goals 

(principle 2, impact and target setting) and thereafter continuously reporting (principle 6, transparency & 

accountability) the various stakeholders (principle 4, stakeholders) can together with UNEPFI, the public, 
and other affected partners can persistently be part of evaluating the initiative Principles for Responsible 

Banking.    

 

5.3 The banking sector and their sustainability work prior to 
signing the Principles for Responsible Banking 

Sobhani (2011) discuss the lack of implementation of sustainability initiatives within the banking sector. 

However, the banks suggest themselves that there has been reporting on certain environmental segments 

for more than 20 years as stated by Swedbank in their report (Swedbank, 2020). The bank suggests that 

there has been ongoing for a longer time, even though it has not always been reported in their primary 

yearly report. Rather, it has been reported in a separate report not always directly directed to the 

public:“The bank’s climate impacts are monitored each year and since 2010 this information has been 

published in a separate report, though climate change was an important parameter in Swedbank’s 
environmental reporting as far back as 1996” (Swedbank, 2020).  

Considerable amount of the information available and given in the sustainability report from 2018, which 
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is prior to signing the principles for responsible banking, is similar to the information in the report from 

2019. Essentially, often the same phrasing is used but the numbers and statistics are updated. Some banks 

express that much of their work has not changed or been significantly impacted by the commitment. SEB 

communicates that an substantial part of the commitment was beforehand already part of their strategy. 

Rather, the commitment is confirming that their current sustainability work is on the right track and that it 

provides accountability for their efforts. Likewise Handelsbanken agrees that much of their work has not 

changed so far more than that they need to specifically concentrate their work towards the principles and 

assure that they are performing their duties in a correct manner. This is specifically expressed in the 

interview: “I’d say not necessarily changes, but currently a lot of our daily work is centered around the 

principles. I'd say we have one person probably working full time now with identifying the targets, making 

sure that the right people are involved with setting the targets and strategies as well as coordinating with 

UNIPFI and in some cases with the other banks.” (Handelsbanken). 

However, the banking sector is not completely aligned when examining their sustainability strategy and 

efforts prior to signing the commitment compared to their sustainability work afterwards. Swedbank 

clearly expresses that their sustainability work is currently in an ongoing transformation. More precisely, 

it is expressed that it is not only their sustainability work which is transforming but also the corporation as 

a whole due to the implementation of sustainability tools provided by Principles for Responsible Banking.  

Furthermore, the banks share the perception that international sustainability commitments contribute to a 

fundamental base for their sustainability work. International sustainability commitment is also mentioned 

work as clarifying the responsibilities among the banks and also their responsibilities towards the 

customers. Handelsbanken expresses that these type of commitments help them understand where they 

should put their focus in the sustainability sector and SEB utters that the commitments is a tool for 

aligning the banking sector.  

5.4 Trends and tendency among the six principles 

The overall trend among the six principles within the banking sector indicates that the most significant 

change within the banks regards their service and product offering as well relationship and dialogue with 

clients concerning sustainability. The banks enhance this result in the interviews by stating the importance 

of relationship with clients: “Our main way to influence is absolutely to our clients how we can support 

them and making green and sustainable choices. Obviously, we can make sure that we travel as little by 

air, have good digital ways for us to meet and for our clients to use so that we can keep our traveling low. 
They're important for our employees because they like to feel that they are contributing. But, that is 

nothing towards if we can't finance a green building or finance transition for a company that will have a 

much larger impact, or we make sure that our funds are sustainable, investment in sustainable companies, 

that's going to have a much bigger impact than anything we can do directly.” (Handelsbanken).  

The banks thereby confirms their stand by mainly influence through indirect channels rather than affect 

through direct measures. Consequently, the importance of maintaining relevant and interesting 

possibilities for clients to make sustainable choices is critical.  

 

5.5 Integrating Principles for Responsible Banking & Interpretation 
of the commitment 
Since the commitment Principles for Responsible Banking still is relatively novel (UNEP Finance 

Initiative, 2020), one can notice that by looking at the banking industry as a collective that especially the 

latter of the principles have not yet been implemented, but are currently under development and progress 

by the banks. Since the commitment is meant to be designed for long-term goals, the banks need to 

carefully evaluate and strategically plan for the implementation in a thorough manner.  

Through the interviews one can observe the same pattern as the banks express that the first three 

principles are of higher importance in the preliminary stages of implementing the commitment. This can 

be viewed as the natural implementation strategy since the primary principles are fundamental in order to 

proceed to the remaining and final principles of the commitment. Furthermore, the banking industry 

highlights in the interviews that their role in the society in striving toward a more sustainable future first 

and foremost lies in their indirect responsibilities. The indirect thrust for change and development 

concerning sustainability is established in previous research (Drigā, 2006).  
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As the process of implementing the principles into the sustainability strategy by the banks currently still is 

at an early stage, the final outcome is still to be determined.  
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6. Conclusion 

 
To conclude, the purpose of this master thesis was to investigate the level of commitment throughout the 

banking industry in Sweden and accordingly their adjustment to the commitment Principles for 

Responsible Banking by the United Nations. To properly examine the actions taken by the banking 

industry in Sweden, the sustainability work by the four major banks were investigated and analysed. The 

study was performed through analysis on the respective banks sustainability reports as well as through 

interviews. To clearly follow the aim of the study, the following two research questions were posed: 

• How has the banks sustainability targets changed in order to align with the Principles for 

Responsible banking? 

• How have the respective banks integrated the Principles for Responsible banking in their strategy 

and how have they practically been put in use in their operative work? 

Therefore, the study focused on the implementation of the commitment Principles for Responsible 

Banking. The commitment mainly serves as an agreement to align the banking sector to work towards 

more sustainable future. It supports to clarify the banks strategic and operational work in the concerning 

sustainability. Hence, it assist banks to set up clear goals to strive toward and it also aids to build a path 

toward those goals and can therefore help the banks to understand how to reach their objectives. 

Consequently, if major banks signs the commitment, the banking sector as a collective industry can 

together strive to impact the society and work for a more sustainable future.  

Principles for Responsible Banking can be viewed as a bit weak as some measures of the initiative already 

is part of the sustainability work performed by the banks. Therefore, it can be questioned whether the 

sustainability targets for the banking sector should be elevated. It is also declared that the bank possess an 

intermediary role in the society and therefore can only influence the sustainability work and progress 

indirectly. The banks interpret the commitments and goal setting in various ways, which may risk for 

unequal efforts working towards the Agenda 2030 and the United Nations Sustainability Goals. In 

contrast, one can also argue that some banks will set higher goals and prioritize to work more effectively 

towards the sustainability goals.  

One can notice that through their intermediary role the banks are striving to expand their range of green 

and sustainable services and products. These efforts directly positively impacts their work with Principles 

for Responsible Banking.  

To conclude, one can establish that the banks targets might have adapted to fit the Principles for 
Responsible Banking initiative, but more importantly it has served to align the banking sector and assure 

that the banks are striving towards the same goal,  a more sustainable future. Furthermore, the banks have 

implemented the principles accordingly to their respective capabilities and target setting. Foremost, the 

initiative have been used to realize an aligned sustainable agenda for each bank.  
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Appendix A – Interview Guide 
 

Before actual interviews:  

-Introduce myself 

-Ask interviewee about their role at the bank and to tell a bit about themselves 

-Ethical considerations (agree to that the interview will be recorded, information will be used in my thesis) 

-Introduce my study 

 

Theme 1 

International commitments and pledges 

Main question  

• How important are international commitments and pledges for your sustainability work?  

Sub questions  

• Do you believe that the targets the sustainability commitments can be interpreted differently?  

• Are there clear targets that you can strive for? 

 

Theme 2  

Sustainable Development Goals  

Main question 

• How well integrated are then Sustainable Development goals in your everyday services, culture and among 

employees?  

Sub questions  

• In terms of the financial and banking sector, do believe that any goal could be added? 

• What importance does the Sustainable Development Goals play for your bank as a whole? 

 

Theme 3  

Principles for Responsible Banking 

Main question  

• Since signing the commitment during the fall 2019, what are some of the biggest changes in your 

sustainability work?  

Sub questions 

• How do you plan to report specifically on this commitment?  

• Which of the 6 different principles that are more important / that you focus more on?  

• Which of the principles that you believe will be more difficult to implement?  

 

Theme 4 

Banks responsibility for a sustainable future 

Main question  

• What are your thoughts regarding the banks position and whether you have a direct or indirect influenice on 

sustainability issues?  

Sub questions 
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• What responsibilities does the client have when using financial services in regard to sustainability? 

• How can the bank more effectively lead the client to more sustainable choices?  

• How is the interest among clients for more green and sustainable financial solutions?  

 

Theme 5 

Sustainability report 

Main question  

• Who do you believe is the main audience for your sustainability report?  

Sub questions  

• What is your view on merging the sustainability report with the bank’s annual report?  

• What is the main purpose of the sustainability report?  

• How important is transparency and concrete examples of sustainability actions taken?   

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




